This is to inform you that the Municipal Government of Baliwag will launch "Baliwag Bahay Pagbabago Reformation Center" (BBPRC), the first government owned institution that promotes the rehabilitation of substance abuse victims. This facility hopes to fill the gaps on the nationwide anti-drug campaign of our government by providing a holistic program for drug dependent individuals.

In line with this, we would like to invite you to be a part of the launching of BBPRC and be informed about the policies, procedures and operation manual of this establishment. This will be held on Wednesday, September 28, 2016, 2:00 in the afternoon at the Conference Hall, 2/F Municipal Building Annex.

The program is as follows:

2:00  Preliminaries
2:05  Opening Remarks  MFVE
2:30  The Battle Against Drug and Local Situation  PSupt. Froilan Uy
3:00  The Doctor is in  Dra. Joan Dinlasan
3:30  Closing Remarks  MA Eric Tagle

Our office will coordinate with you for the confirmation of your attendance.

ENRIQUE V. TAGLE
Municipal Administrator